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    Living Together

1 

• To learn about the emergence and development of the United Nations
• To recognize areas of work of the United Nations
• To understand the role that is conducted by the United Nations

World War I and II, global organization, The League of Nations, the United 

means, refugees, genocide

world considered important?
After asking the opening question, the teacher presents the students’ answers 
generally. Later the students choose the best answers under the supervision of 
the teacher while focusing mainly on the connection between the deployment 
of peace and the development of health and education.

Creative thinking is used here while asking the opening question, then the 
teacher asks direct questions about the causes and results of WWI and WWII, 
in addition to presenting some videos to show some events of the two wars.
Historical narration can be applied here or reading articles online about the 

Unit One
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evolution of events during and after WWI and WWII.
Use discussion and dialogue in presenting the main issues to consolidate the 
concepts and terminology.
The teacher highlights the role of the United Nation in spreading world peace.

- The necessity, sometimes, to use force to spread peace around the world.
- Cooperation and peace are the keys of the future.
- The importance of strengthening friendly relations and cooperation between 

nations.

countries of the world?
Guide the students through discussion to some important issues such as the 
necessity of the UN in the world to spread world peace . Students’ participation 
and discussion are both vital yet objective.
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2 

• To recognize the role and objectives for both organizations: UNESCO and UNICEF 
• 

human societies

UNESCO, UNICEF, The Noble Prize.

After asking the opening question, the teacher listens to the students’ answers, 
then chooses the best answers while focusing on the relation between education 
and its impact on some aspects of life such as education and work, education 
and dealing with health issues,etc.

In the opening question, the teacher follows creative thinking technique to urge 
the students to come up with as many ideas as possible, then leave the chance 
for the students to answer freely. 
Use direct teaching method to introduce the students to the origin of UNICEF 
and how its name is derived . The same is applied when introducing the concept 
of UNESCO.
Discussion is important here to highlight the roles of the two organizations 

Read some historical achievements done by the organization to introduce the 
students to the important role of UNICEF in charity work.
The teacher should have the world’s map with him to locate the main cities 
which are mentioned in the lesson.
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- Link between the importance of education and its development in various 

- 
- The necessity of supporting these organizations in their work.

help children around the world?
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3 

• To learn about the emergence and development of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation
• 
• To be aware of the students to the subsidiary foundations of the organization and their 

duties

continent, ISESCO, countries with majorities

Listen to the students’ answers by emphasizing on the right answers and 
correcting the wrong ones. Here the teacher discusses the importance of unity 
in any society regardless of religion, language or origin. Then he talks about 
the importance of the world’s unity as a whole. Later, the teacher discusses 
with the students the importance of unity in the Islamic world.

The teacher presents the opening question by using creative thinking technique 
and discussion to help the students brainstorm as many ideas as possible. 
The teacher can start the discussion by talking about the spread of religions 
around the world supported by a map. He locates the continents where Islam is 
spread, then provides reasons behind the establishment of such organization 
by linking it with the historical event of burning Al- Aqsa Mosque.
It is really important to introduce the religion diversity, and that some countries 
support such diversity while living in peace.
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Use group work to perform an activity prepared by the teacher. Therefore, 

branches of the Islamic organization throughout the world. This activity is done 
by a worksheet which is previously prepared by the teacher.

To understand the importance of unity through accepting others and the peaceful 

 How are  ISESCO and UNESCO similar?
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4 

• To recognize the goals and achievements of the GCC
• To understand the main characteristics of the GCC
• To introduce the student to the common characteristics of the population of the 

GCC
• 

Arabian Gulf, GCC

Introduce the opening question along with performing an activity, then listen to 

discussing the opening question, the teacher can spread out the Arab world 

Arabian Gulf.
Use the course book to learn about the countries surrounding the Arabian Gulf, 
then write their names down, and ask the students to gather enough information 

Through class discussion and raising questions the teacher comes up with the 
common things between these countries. 
Discuss the unity and cooperation between these countries and their importance 
and achievements.
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in the classroom such as reordering the countries from the largest to the 
smallest,or according to space and population.

missions to achieve remarkable achievements. Here the teacher can provide 

the rest of the Arab countries? Why?




